Ultrasound has revolutionized anesthesia practice towards a better and safer technique. Regional anesthesia and pain medicine is one of the fields in anesthesiology that ultrasound has changed in so many ways. One of the main goals of regional anesthesia is to provide analgesia and immobility of certain parts of our body. In the early days of regional anesthesia, local anesthetics (LA) were injected blindly through a needle towards the biggest nerve responsible for innervating the surgical field. Anatomical landmarks based on the knowledge of surface anatomy were our only guiding light at the time. Also not to forget that little help from the uncomfortable tingling sensation experienced by our patients every time we came close to the neural target. This can be interpreted as success or danger, depending on how close the needle was from our target, an information that we did not have at that time.

The 1980s introduced us to nerve stimulator which successfully increased nerve identification with the use of electric current stimulating the motoric and sensory portion of the nerve. One of the earliest entry of ultrasound’s application in regional anesthesia were in 1989, published in British Journal of Anaesthesia titled ‘Ultrasonographic study of the spread of local anaesthetic during axillary brachial plexus block’. Since then, the era of ultrasound began with studies and publications spawning across various scientific journals. Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine published their first Ultrasound-guided regional anesthesia (UGRA) paper in 1992 titled ‘Ultrasonic guidelines in lumbar sympathetic and celiac plexus block’. In the following couple of years, Anesthesia and Analgesia (AA) published their first UGRA paper titled ‘Ultrasound-guided supravaculicular approach for regional anesthesia of the brachial plexus’. As technology advances, especially in image quality department, identification of deeper and smaller structures has become possible. Studies that were initially made to describe the combination of landmarks and ultrasound images or to create new ultrasound markers, have since progressed to discuss the comparison with other tools or methods for nerve identification. We are now able to differentiate layers of neural structure (epineurium, perineurium, and endoneurium) with ultrasound image and manage to pinpoint the exact location for LA deposition. This translates as faster onset of blocks, enhancement of block quality, and safer blocks in terms of neurotoxicity and systemic toxicity. We are now brave enough to venture into deeper structures and implant perineural catheter. The refinements of our classic block process still continues until today. The costoclavicular approach and superior trunk approach for brachial plexus block; individual blocks of axillary and suprascapular nerve for shoulder surgery; and adductor canal block are to name but a few advances in the old blocks. Acute postoperative pain management, on the other hand, has become a problem that forced anesthesiologists to seek safer and more
effective analgesia modalities. Opioids have always become the gold standards in this matter, although side effects ranging from respiratory depression, sedation, ileus, nausea and vomiting to pruritus limit their efficacy and utility. Regional anesthesia has long been employed as means of intraoperative and postoperative analgesia. The trunk or the chest and abdominal walls were the least considered sites to stick our block needle as they are mostly covered with neuraxial technique (spinal, epidural, and paravertebral). Neuraxial anesthesia is well established, but each carries serious side effects. Epidural block has high placement and catheter failure, urinary retention, and hemodynamic consequences that proves to be harmful especially to frail patients. Paravertebral block is an alternative for unilateral chest wall analgesia with less hemodynamic changes. Unfortunately, the landmark technique for paravertebral blocks were followed by reports of pneumothorax, failure, and unreliable block distribution with a single injection. Utilizing an ultrasound allows this block to be safer with better visualization of the pleura. Despite so, this technique still requires a certain level of expertise to master. The increasing popularity of minimally invasive surgery urges efforts to reduce surgical trauma and stress and consequently minimize postoperative pain from the surgeon’s perspective. The concept that is also in line with the concept of Enhanced Recovery after Surgery (ERAS). These minimally invasive procedures are best be paired with anesthesia technique that are less potent than neuraxial blocks. Machi et al stated that this is the concept of minimally invasive regional anesthesia for acute postoperative pain. UGRA then delivered us transversus abdominis plane (TAP) block and it became the game changer in RA. This block is considered the originator of interfascial block. Not long after, the technique quickly evolved into a series of TAP block derivations (eg. subcostal TAP) and then followed by Pectoralis nerve blocks (Pecs) I, Pecs II, serratus anterior and quadratus lumborum (QL) blocks, transversalis fascia block, and the most recent and popular lately, erector spinae plane (ESP) block. Interfascial block works on a principle that by injecting local anesthetics in large volumes between two layers of fascia will create a potential space that bathe numerous neural targets residing in between these layers. This eventually block a certain area based on the extent of the space created. Multiple planar endpoints may exist for the same neural target due to the contiguous connection of fascial planes around the body. The fascia itself is soft connective tissue made of collagen, loose, and dense fibrous tissue, which surrounds organs, muscles, bones, and nerve fibers. Each fascia comprises multiple layers, and these layers represent the potential space for an interfascial block. The concept of interfascial block is entirely different than the traditional block where the neural target is visible. This concept made the exact target of the spread and indications of interfascial blocks are not always well defined. Take the QL block for instance. Quadratus lumborum muscle extends from the inferior border of the 12th rib until the iliac crest. The deposition of local anesthetics around this muscle will spread along with the extents of thoracolumbar fascia (TLF) produced sensory blocks ranging from T12 – L2 segment. Local anesthetics will also spread to paravertebral space and even covers the lumbar plexus. These facts that was proven through the dye spread in a cadaveric model made the indications of QL block widen to include analgesia for hip fracture surgery. The recent developments in interfascial blocks with numerous studies are of course not without any weakness. The most prominent issue concerning interfascial blocks is the inconsistency of block result. One day you could have the perfect block and not having it at all on the next day. One of the tricks to overcome this problem is to carefully watch the spread of local anesthetics in many ultrasound views after the initial injection. The perfect separation between layers is sometimes difficult to see, with most of the injectate going intramuscular. The other specific sign that was never reported in any publications is the ‘breathing pattern’. This is the image viewed as the layers expand during injection and returns to a smaller state during aspiration or when the injection stopped. This cycle of volume expansion simulates chest wall
movement during respiration, hence the name 'breathing pattern'. Unfortunately, this term is still considered a myth, since it is not backed by any studies to date. To facilitate the spread, the injectates are given in a quite large volume. Despite careful aspiration, vascular structure free images, and adjusted lower concentration of LA below calculated toxic dose, interfascial blocks still poses the risk of local anesthetic systemic toxicity (LAST).

Application of interfascial plane block for upper extremity and chronic pain is not very common. Chronic and acute post-operative shoulder pain can be managed by applying interscalene block (ISB). Unfortunately, even with the high resolution images and low LA injectate volume, the incidence of hemi-diaphragmatic paralysis and phrenic nerve paralysis is not completely eliminated. This is particularly important in patients with severe pulmonary disease and obese individuals.

The majority of the shoulder innervation is supplied distally by the axillary nerve and the suprascapular nerves, with minor contributions from subscapular and lateral pectoral nerves. The suprascapular nerve leaves the superior trunk close to the supraclavicular fossa and travels in the posterior triangle of the neck parallel to the inferior belly of the omohyoid muscle to enter the suprascapular notch. The subscapular nerves arising from the posterior cord are also present on the ventral surface of the subscapularis muscle. The lateral pectoral nerve is one of the nerves covered in pecs I interfascial block. An in-plane medial to-lateral approach of the needle is used to deposit ±15 ml of local anesthetic over the subscapularis muscle, which blocks both axillary and subscapular nerves by dispersion of the injectate along the ventral surface of subscapularis muscle. For the sub-omohyoid block, using an in-plane lateral to-medial needle approach, ±5 ml of the local anesthetic solution (ropivacaine 0.5%) is deposited above the clavicle, under the inferior belly of omohyoid, to cover the suprascapular nerve. This fascial plane is located between the inferior belly of omohyoid and the strap muscles of the neck. Using the same technique aimed for postoperative pain management, Mubarak S wrote a case of successful procedural analgesia for awake frozen shoulder manipulation in an Indonesian female with frozen shoulder, a chronic painful shoulder condition. The dynamic pain score was 1 out of 10 throughout passive shoulder manipulation. Subsequently, the patient was able to actively move her upper arm. This report showed that interfascial block was successful in managing the pain for the simple but painful procedure. We are waiting for further studies regarding this technique in the future.

As an alternative for supplemental analgesia in the shoulder region, Kim DJ et al reported interfascial injection for axillary nerve block. The classical method is to identify posterior circumflex humeral artery (PCHA) and inject axillary nerve perivascular. In clinical practice, 2 or more vessels can be observed when the user is searching for the PCHA under ultrasound guidance, and the axillary nerve is often not sonographically visible. In addition, variation in the origin of the PCHA is common and it sometimes follows an abnormal course. Therefore, a new technique was developed to inject without the need for direct visualization of the PCHA or axillary nerve. The injectate placed in the interfascial space between the deltoid muscle and the teres minor muscle. The mean procedure time was significantly shorter in the interfascial group. There were no differences in the quality of blocks between the 2 groups.

In the end, the knowledge of interconnecting potential space and multiple neural target opens the question that needed to be answered with studies and research about interfascial block. Are these minimally invasive blocks are as good as the real block? Will the clinical parameters and the future studies show that? We’ll look forward to see them in the near future.
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